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Bold Love Dan B Allender
This leader's guide by Dan B. Allender and Tremper Longman III will show you, step by step, how to put
together the materials in the Intimate Marriage Series to create a powerful marriage emphasis experience for
individual couples, groups of couples and your entire church, including singles.
Dan B. Allender and Tremper Longman III lead you to examine how your early experiences of family and your
current family relationships can influence your marriage relationship--for better or worse.
Where do your ideas about marriage come from? Do you expect too much--or too little--from your marriage?
Dan B. Allender and Tremper Longman III have together written this inductive Bible study guide to help
couples build healthy and happy marriages. Through six study sessions for individuals, couples or groups, they
guide you in uncovering and addressing unmet expectations that you or your spouse may have about marriage.
Intimate Marriage Bible studies bring spouses into deeper communion with God and with each other. In
marriage a man and a woman are called to leave their families of origin, to weave their individual lives into a
unity and to cleave to each other. How can fallen human beings even begin to contemplate this ideal--God's
ideal? These studies will help you take small but real steps toward honoring the image of God in each other
and living out God's goal for marriage. As you explore and respond to Scripture together, you will discover
strength and beauty in your marriage and become even more intimate companions.
Dan B. Allender and Tremper Longman III lead you to discuss with your spouse healthy ways of expressing
sexuality within marriage.
Sexual Intimacy
Unpacking Forgiveness
The Heartache of Sexual Abuse and the Hope of Transformation
Sharing Our Stories of Race, Culture, & Identity
How to Navigate the Temptations of Life: Easyread Edition
Know Your Story, Shape Your Future
How Past Suffering Reveals Our True Calling
We’ve come to view love as being “nice,” yet the kind of love modeled by Jesus Christ has nothing to do
with manners or unconditional acceptance. Rather, it is disruptive, courageous, and socially
unacceptable. In Bold Love, Dr. Dan Allender and Dr. Tremper Longman III draw out the aggressive,
unrelenting, passionate power of genuine love. Far from helping you “get along” with others, Bold Love
introduces the outlandish possibility of making a significant, life-changing impact on family, friends,
coworkers—even your enemies. Learn more about forgiveness, maturity, and seeing others through Jesus’
eyes.
This book provides a well-researched biblical and scientific overview of abuse. A broad overview, it
deals with the various types of abuse, the various effects of abuse, and the means of healing. Abuse can
be sexual, physical, neglect, spiritual, and verbal. The chief arguments pursued throughout the book
are: (1) abuse is far more rampant than most Christians realize, but due to human depravity and satanic
influence, widespread abuse is predicable. (2) All types of abuse create profound, long-term soul damage
due to the way abuse perverts various aspects of the image of God. (3) God is the healing redeemer.
Human salvation came through horrible physical abuse. (4) Healing must take place in the context of
relationships. Humans are deeply impacted by others due to being made in the image of God. Just as
surely as abusive relationships have tremendous power to wound the soul, so healthy relationships have
tremendous power to nurture and heal the soul. Questions answered in the book include: - How can a
genuine believer abuse a child? - Why would someone abuse a child? - How can parents and childrens’
workers identify abusers? - How can abuse victims heal? - What does genuine healing look like? - Is
anger appropriate or hurtful for abuse victims? - Where does forgiveness fit in? Helpful sample child
protection policy, application, screening interview, and warning signs of potential abusers equip
ministry leaders. Illustrations, case studies, and art therapy drawings.
What would you do for twenty-four hours if the only criteria were to pursue your deepest joy? Dan
Allender’s lyrical book about the Sabbath expels the myriad myths about this “day of rest,” starting
with the one that paints the Sabbath as a day of forced quiet, spiritual exercises, and religious
devotion and attendance. This, he says, is at odds with the ancient tradition of Sabbath as a day of
delight for both body and soul. Instead, the only way we can make use of the Sabbath is to see God’s
original intent for the day with new eyes. In Sabbath, Allender builds a case for delight by looking at
this day as a festival that celebrates God’s re-creative, redemptive love using four components: Sensual
glory and beauty Ritual Communal feasting Playfulness Now you can experience the delight of the Sabbath
as you never have before—a day in which you receive and extend reconciliation, peace, abundance, and
joy. The Ancient Practices There is a hunger in every human heart for connection, primitive and raw, to
God. To satisfy it, many are beginning to explore traditional spiritual disciplines used for centuries .
. . everything from fixed-hour prayer to fasting to sincere observance of the Sabbath. Compelling and
readable, the Ancient Practices series is for every spiritual sojourner, for every Christian seeker who
wants more.
What is marriage for? How does God answer that question? Dan B. Allender and Tremper Longman III have
together written this inductive Bible study guide to help couples build healthy and happy marriages.
Through six study sessions for individuals, couples or groups, they lead you through an overview of
their model for marriage, following the "leave, weave, cleave" imagery of the Bible: leave your parents,
weave a life together and cleave to each other. Intimate Marriage Bible studies bring spouses into
deeper communion with God and with each other. In marriage a man and a woman are called to leave their
families of origin, to weave their individual lives into a unity and to cleave to each other. How can
fallen human beings even begin to contemplate this ideal--God's ideal? These studies will help you take
small but real steps toward honoring the image of God in each other and living out God's goal for
marriage. As you explore and respond to Scripture together, you will discover strength and beauty in
your marriage and become even more intimate companions.
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Biblical Answers for Complex Questions and Deep Wounds
Biblical Hope for Resolving Conflict
Intimate Allies
One Woman's Search for Identity, Intimacy and Calling
An Honest Conversation about Sexual Desire and Holiness
The Ancient Practices
The Cry of the Soul

Put your flawed foot forward. Pick up most leadership books and you’ll find strategies for leveraging your power and
minimizing your areas of weakness. But think about the leaders whose names have gone down in history. Most of them were
so messed up that, if they were looking for work today, no executive placement service would give them the time of day.
God’s criteria for choosing leaders runs counter to the conventional wisdom. Our culture equates strength with effectiveness,
but God favors leaders who know the value of brokenness. In Leading With a Limp, you’ll discover what makes flawed
leaders so successful. They’re not preoccupied with protecting their image, they are undaunted by chaos and complexity, they
are ready to risk failure in moving an organization from what is to what should be. God chooses leaders who aren’t deceived
by the myths of power and control, but who realize that God’s power is found in brokenness. If you are a leader–or if you
have been making excuses to avoid leading–find out how you can take full advantage of your weakness. A limping leader is
the person God uses to accomplish amazing things. To go deeper, check out the Leading With a Limp Workbook.
We all want to know our lives matter. So did the Teacher in Ecclesiastes. He invested time and energy in every activity he
could think of that might bring meaning and purpose to his life but found only disappointment, frustration, hopelessness. In
our thirst for significance we, like the Teacher, give our lives--our time, talents, strength, heart--to anything we think will give
us worth and purpose: Power. Relationships. Money. Pleasure. Work. But worshiping these idols has a high cost--and still
doesn't bring the fulfillment we long for. In Breaking the Idols of Your Heart Dan Allender and Tremper Longman
illuminate for us the Teacher's warnings and, after all his activities, his final radiant conclusion: Meaning and purpose come
only when God is truly the center of our life and the object of our hope. Using a compelling fictional narrative at the start of
each chapter to encourage reflection on our own life and the lives of family and friends, the authors lead us through
Ecclesiastes to help us recognize and exchange cheap pursuits for the only One worth pursuing. Ecclesiastes is not an easy
book to read, because transferring our worship from money, power and fame to God is not an easy road to travel. But as the
Teacher discovered and wrote down for us, it leads to one conclusion: life lived abundantly, in freedom, hope, purpose,
meaning.
Allendar has produced a book that looks at the deep underlying reasons for the unhappiness many people feel in marriage.
Women have a strong desire for relational connections. Relationships between women can be especially enriching, but when
conflict arises, they also can be especially damaging. Too many women approach conflict as if they were unbelievers-with
gossip, spiteful actions, bitterness, and even hatred. In Peacemaking Women, Tara Klena Barthel and Judy Dabler offer a
meaningful, lasting message to lead women out of conflict to a state of peace where they can live as representatives of Christ
to one another and well as unbelievers. With advice that is firmly rooted in Scripture, the authors bring sound, practical help
for women who want to know what the Bible says about conflict resolution and how to achieve peace in their relationships
with God, self, and others.
Hope for Adult Victims of Childhood Sexual Abuse
God Invites You to Coauthor Your Future: It Starts with Reading Your Past
Walking with Those in Need Without Losing Heart
How Our Emotions Reveal Our Deepest Questions About God
Family Ties
Take Full Advantage of Your Most Powerful Weakness

An eye-opening exploration of race in America In this deeply inspiring book, Winona Guo and
Priya Vulchi recount their experiences talking to people from all walks of life about race and
identity on a cross-country tour of America. Spurred by the realization that they had nearly
completed high school without hearing any substantive discussion about racism in school, the
two young women deferred college admission for a year to collect first-person accounts of how
racism plays out in this country every day--and often in unexpected ways. In Tell Me Who You
Are, Guo and Vulchi reveal the lines that separate us based on race or other perceived
differences and how telling our stories--and listening deeply to the stories of others--are the
first and most crucial steps we can take towards negating racial inequity in our culture.
Featuring interviews with over 150 Americans accompanied by their photographs, this intimate
toolkit also offers a deep examination of the seeds of racism and strategies for effecting
change. This groundbreaking book will inspire readers to join Guo and Vulchi in imagining an
America in which we can fully understand and appreciate who we are.
What happens when you fail your spouse? How does forgiveness work in marriage? Dan B. Allender
and Tremper Longman III have together written this inductive Bible study guide to help couples
build healthy and happy marriages. Through six study sessions for individuals, couples or
groups, they encourage you to examine dynamics of conflict and forgiveness that can keep your
marriage strong. Intimate Marriage Bible studies bring spouses into deeper communion with God
and with each other. In marriage a man and a woman are called to leave their families of
origin, to weave their individual lives into a unity and to cleave to each other. How can
fallen human beings even begin to contemplate this ideal--God's ideal? These studies will help
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you take small but real steps toward honoring the image of God in each other and living out
God's goal for marriage. As you explore and respond to Scripture together, you will discover
strength and beauty in your marriage and become even more intimate companions.
Balancing sound biblical exposition with sensitive pastoral care, Stephen Seamands shows that
because Jesus experienced abuse, shame and rejection, he understands the hurts we experience
today. And Jesus' response to pain and suffering gives us hope that we too can experience
forgiveness and new life.
It’s time to turn your weaknesses into your greatest strengths as a leader. We’ve been taught
that leaders will never achieve greatness unless they overcome their limitations and minimize
their mistakes. But the biblical pattern is just the opposite: God chooses people who have
major flaws and makes them effective leaders, not in spite of their weaknesses but because of
them. This workbook takes you from the frustration of feeling hampered by your limitations to a
place of effective leadership, where God uses all of who you are in leading others. Based on
the core principles from the book Leading With a Limp, this workbook will guide you to: ·Gain a
clear understanding of why God has placed you in leadership ·Recognize how God is powerfully
using the very things you consider to be your worst qualifications for leadership ·Overcome
feelings of being stuck or defeated by your mistakes ·Practice authentic leadership, which
compels others to follow you. You will discover powerful and unexpected insights as you work
through personal inventories, studies in biblical leadership, revealing discussion questions,
and stories from contemporary leaders who gained effectiveness through authentic brokenness.
With this workbook as a guide, you can turn what you once considered to be major liabilities
into the greatest assets you possess as a leader. The companion workbook to Leading With a
Limp, by Dan B. Allender, PhD
Crazy Busy
Understanding and Healing Abuse
Dreams and Demands
Discover How to Turn Your Struggles Into Strengths
A Psychoanalytic Perspective
Bold Love
How the Hurts in Your Past Can Lead You to a More Abundant Life
Argues that Christians waste their time in pursuit of material things that only bring disappointment, and that
they should abandon their trivial pursuits and spend their lives pursuing Jesus
WE ALL WANT TO KNOW OUR LIFE MATTERS. The Teacher in Ecclesiastes wanted to know if his life mattered. He
invested time and energy in every activity he could think of that might bring meaning and purpose to his life but
found only disappointment, frustration, hopelessness. In our thirst for significance we, like the Teacher, give our
lives-our time, talents, strength, heart-to anything we think will give us worth and purpose: Power.
Relationships. Money. Pleasure. Work. But worshiping these idols has a high cost-and still doesn't bring the
fulfillment we long for. In Breaking the Idols of Your Heart Dan Allender and Tremper Longman illuminate for us
the Teacher's warnings and, after all his activities, his final radiant conclusion: Meaning and purpose come only
when God is truly the center of our life and the object of our hope. Using a compelling fictional narrative at the
start of each chapter, the authors lead us through Ecclesiastes to help us recognize and exchange cheap
pursuits for the only One worth pursuing. Also included are group discussion questions to take you through
Ecclesiastes with others. Ecclesiastes is not an easy book to read, because transferring our worship from money,
power and fame to God is not an easy road to travel. But as the Teacher discovered and wrote down for us, it
leads to one conclusion: life lived abundantly, with freedom, hope, purpose, meaning.
Such dual roles enacted in treatment include the unseeing, uninvolved parent and the unseen, neglected child;
the sadistic abuser and the helpless, enraged victim; the idealized rescuer and the entitled child; and the
seducer and the seduced.
An excerpt from the foreword by Joni Eareckson Tada: “With the book you are holding, you have stumbled upon
the best of guides. I should know. I first read The Cry of the Soul decades ago when I was still sorting through a
lot of hurt and frustration connected with my quadriplegia (yes, I read it on that music stand holding a mouth
stick). The Cry of the Soul showed me what to do with my anger and hurt—not stuff it under the carpet of my
conscience, or minimize it, but actually do something good with it.” All emotion—whether positive or
negative—can give us a glimpse of the true nature of God. We want to control our negative emotions and dark
desires. God wants us to recognize them as the cry of our soul to be made right with Him. Beginning with the
Psalms, Cry of the Soul explores what Scripture says about our darker emotions and points us to ways of
honoring God as we faithfully embrace the full range of our emotional life.
Bold Love Discussion Guide
Intimate Marriage Leader's Guide
A Book About Hope
A (Mercifully) Short Book about a (Really) Big Problem
Peacemaking Women
The Intimate Mystery
Creating Strength and Beauty in Your Marriage
“This is beautiful and brilliant stuff, profound and plain, incredibly human, wise and charming. I trusted and enjoyed every word.”
–Anne Lamott, New York Times bestselling author about Looking for God in Messy Places For any who feel frustrated and worldweary, and who want more than just wishful thinking or superficial spirituality, this book is for you! In these pages, my friend Jake
Owensby poignantly shows how LOVE is what can truly give us hope to carry on: real love, God's love for us, our love for each
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other, right here, right now in all the struggles of this messy life. And God knows, we need this book NOW! —Bishop Michael Curry,
Presiding Bishop of The Episcopal Church and author of Love is the Way: Holding on to Hope in Troubling Times Life is messy.
We can get discouraged by setbacks, overwhelmed by busyness, and shaken by worry. Hope is the power that gets us out of bed
in the morning and gives us the courage to face adversity. Looking for God in Messy Places by Jake Owensby is a book about
how love gives us an inextinguishable hope. This book is for anyone who has ever been frozen in place by loss or regret, anyone
who has endured suffering, cruelty, or rejection. From word to word and page to page, readers will experience themselves as
God’s beloved—so that they can be hopeful. From the introduction [This book is] For those whose struggles have been long and
for those who are growing weary from heavy burdens. For those facing an unforeseen crisis or for those enduring a slow personal
train wreck. For those whose throats have grown raw from crying for justice and for those whose wounds have gone unhealed.
This is a book about hope, and I have written it especially for those who refuse to yield to discouragement and despair. Topics
include: - The power of love to give us hope - The ways that God shows up in our daily lives - Recognizing God’s call in our lives Becoming your true self - Having a sense of belonging - Forming a friendship with Christ - Contemplative faith
A compelling, inspirational guide to healing from old wounds shows readers how to channel the painful energy of past hurts into a
meaningful, fruitful life. Original.
This companion workbook to The Wounded Heart will help you work through the complex issues of sexual abuse in a concrete
way by leading you step-by-step through the process of change. It also includes specific sections for men, ideas for discussiongroup facilitators, and reflective quotations from fellow strugglers with sexual abuse.
Becky often felt "Hidden In Plain Sight" behind her more vocal husband. She felt swept aside and lost in his frenzied world and
words. This memoir is about a woman's journey becoming visible through the power of remembering stories and embracing them
with kindness. By offering care and intrigue to her experience it enabled her to gain new freedom to open her life and highlight the
good, the bad and the memorable. Becky invites readers to ponder their stories and to prize the way God quietly reveals himself in
the mundane and the magnificent parts of our story. This book is a must read for those who want to transform their lives and
become visible in plain sight.
How to Navigate the Temptations of Life
To Be Told
The Wounded Heart
Treating The Adult Survivor Of Childhood Sexual Abuse
Redeeming Heartache
Hidden In Plain Sight
Healing the Wounded Heart
Bold LoveNavPress
For those who have experienced childhood sexual abuse and those who love and care for them, The Wounded Heart offers a tender,
compassionate window into the psychological effects of abuse and the theological foundations for healing. Thirty years ago, with great
courage and vision, Dan Allender brought Christians to the table to acknowledge, understand, and help victims heal from their
experience of the evil of sexual abuse. His work continues to help victims and those who love them to honestly acknowledge their
abuse, understand the unique challenge of repentance for victims of abuse, and learn to love boldly in defiance of their trauma.
Ultimately Dan offers the bold assurance to sexual abuse victims that even they can find their way to joy and hope in the comforting
embrace of a good God. The Wounded Heart has sold over 400,000 copies and has been the first book family, friends, counselors,
pastors, and victims have turned to in search of Christian answers to the calamity of sexual abuse. With a new introduction reflecting
on the ongoing importance of the book, and a companion workbook for personal and group recovery, The Wounded Heart continues
to offer an urgently needed word of grace in a world ravaged by sexual abuse.
Do you know how to listen to your spouse? How can you "give life" to your marriage with your words? Dan B. Allender and Tremper
Longman III have together written this inductive Bible study guide to help couples build healthy and happy marriages. Through six
study sessions for individuals, couples or groups, they help you explore differences that might hinder communication and learn
strategies that can strengthen your marriage. Intimate Marriage Bible studies bring spouses into deeper communion with God and
with each other. In marriage a man and a woman are called to leave their families of origin, to weave their individual lives into a unity
and to cleave to each other. How can fallen human beings even begin to contemplate this ideal--God's ideal? These studies will help
you take small but real steps toward honoring the image of God in each other and living out God's goal for marriage. As you explore
and respond to Scripture together, you will discover strength and beauty in your marriage and become even more intimate
companions.
We live in a sexually mad world where God's gift of sex has been distorted through pornography, promiscuity, prostitution, abuse,
trafficking, and rape. The church's position on sexual matters has been made clear throughout history: all sexual activity outside the
boundaries of Christian marriage is sin. But rarely has the church honestly addressed the true needs of Christians who are struggling
with sexual desires they believe to be counter to the Bible. So we hide our struggles and pretend to live above the erotic fray, or else
we cozy up to the culture's redefinition of which sins are acceptable. But what does the Bible really say about sexual desire and sexual
intimacy? God Loves Sex offers a truly liberating, godly view of holy sensuality by recovering the clear meaning of the Song of Songs
as God-sanctioned eroticism. Then it uses that lens to answer questions posed by a fictional new Christian struggling with
expectations of sexual purity. It asks provocative questions, such as What does it mean to be both holy and filled with rich sexual
desire? and How can our sexual struggles take us deeper into the purposes of God? Pairing psychological insight with sound biblical
scholarship, Allender and Longman bring it all out into the open, allowing Christians of any age and any marital status to discover sex
the way God meant it to be.
Forgiveness
The Healing Path Study Guide
Tell Me Who You Are
The Goal of Marriage
I Once Was Lost
Bringing Our Hurts to the Cross
Promises in the Dark
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What do gender differences mean for your individual identity? What do they mean in your marriage? Dan B. Allender and
Tremper Longman III have together written this inductive Bible study guide to help couples build healthy and happy
marriages. Through six study sessions for individuals, couples or groups, they guide you in exploring assumptions about
gender roles and differences that may affect your marriage. Intimate Marriage Bible studies bring spouses into deeper
communion with God and with each other. In marriage a man and a woman are called to leave their families of origin, to
weave their individual lives into a unity and to cleave to each other. How can fallen human beings even begin to contemplate
this ideal--God's ideal? These studies will help you take small but real steps toward honoring the image of God in each other
and living out God's goal for marriage. As you explore and respond to Scripture together, you will discover strength and
beauty in your marriage and become even more intimate companions.
Find freedom and healing from painful memories and relational struggles and learn how your past has uniquely prepared
you to experience more joy. Tragedy and pain inevitably touch our lives in some way. We long to feel whole, but more often
than not, the way we've learned to deal with our wounds pushes us away from the very restoration we need most. Renowned
psychologist Dr. Dan Allender and counselor and teacher Cathy Loerzel present a life-changing process of true connection
and healing with ourselves, God, and others. With a clear, biblically trustworthy method, Allender and Loerzel walk you
through a journey of profound inner transformation--from the shame and hurt of old emotional wounds to true freedom and
healing. Drawn from modern research and their pioneering work at The Allender Center, they will help you identify your
core trauma in one of the three outcast archetypes--the widow, orphan, or stranger--and chart your path of growth into the
God-given roles of priest, prophet, or leader. This book will help you learn: What to do about feeling out-of-place and
directionless How your coping mechanisms create a false sense of health How to embrace your divine calling and find lasting
reconciliation How your heart wounds are your unique invitation to true strength and purpose. Your past pain does not
dictate your life. Answer the call to healing and discover your life's beautiful story and a future of hope and freedom.
The authors show how the aggressive, cunning, and irrepressible nature of genuine love can bring restoration to even the
most destructive relationships. For with the unrelenting, courageous pursuit of those who have offended, abused, or sinned
against us comes the promise of genuine reconciliation. Copyright © Libri GmbH. All rights reserved.
God wants to reveal himself through your story. Discover how he has written your life so far, and how he is leading you into
the rest of your story. “This is a book worth reading. To make sense of your life. To discover the role God is giving you in his
story.”—John Eldredge, bestselling author of Wild at Heart and Get Your Life Back Everyone wants clearer guidance from
God on what to do with their future. In this insightful book, therapist and professor Dan Allender shows you how to listen to
the stories of your life and identify the themes that God has written there. As you begin to understand both the hope and the
heartache, you will gain a clearer sense of the meaning that God has written into every detail of who you are. You’ll also see
how he invites you to join him in coauthoring the rest of your story. God is your Author, and he is showing you how to follow
him into the future.
Breaking the Idols of Your Heart
God Loves Sex
Wounded Heart
Leading with a Limp
Wounds That Heal
Sabbath
The Healing Path
Helps readers move beyond the wounds and baggage of bitterness, disagreements, and broken relationships.
"True or false: most Christian pastors and counselors agree on what forgiveness is and how it should take
place." This question is part of Chris Brauns's Forgiveness Quiz that draws readers into his book and gets them
thinking about the subject of forgiveness. The truth is, pastors and counselors disagree profoundly on this
subject. Unpacking Forgiveness combines sound theological thinking and honesty about the complicated
questions many face to provide readers with a solid understanding of biblical forgiveness. Only God's Word can
unpack forgiveness. The wounds are too deep for us to find healing on our own, and the questions are too
complex to be unraveled by anything but the wisdom of God. This book goes beyond a feel-good doctrine of
automatic forgiveness, balancing the beauty of God's grace and the necessity of forgiveness with the teaching
that forgiveness must take place in a way that is consistent with justice.
Don Everts and Doug Schaupp tell the stories of postmodern people who have come to follow Jesus. They
describe the factors that influence how people shift in their perspectives and become open to the Gospel. They
provide practical tools to help people enter the kingdom, as well as guidelines for how new believers can live out
their Christian faith.
First published in 1989, Dan Allender's The Wounded Heart has helped hundreds of thousands of people come
to terms with sexual abuse in their past. Now, more than twenty-five years later, Allender has written a brandnew book on the subject that takes into account recent discoveries about the lasting physical, emotional,
relational, and spiritual ramifications of sexual abuse. With great compassion Allender offers hope for victims of
rape, date rape, incest, molestation, sexting, sexual bullying, unwanted advances, pornography, and more,
exposing the raw wounds that are left behind and clearing the path toward wholeness and healing. Never
minimizing victims' pain or offering pat spiritual answers that don't truly address the problem, he instead calls
evil evil and lights the way to renewed joy. Counselors, pastors, and friends of those who have suffered sexual
harm will find in this book the deep spiritual guidance they need to effectively minister to the sexually broken
around them. Victims themselves will find here a sympathetic friend to walk alongside them on the road to
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healing.
The book of Genesis provides a matrix for understanding the intimate mystery of marriage in light of three
commands-- leave (your family of origin), weave (a life together) and cleave (through sexual intimacy). In this
book, Dan Allender and Tremper Longman III explore and unpack the rich implications of this pattern--From
publisher description.
What Postmodern Skeptics Taught Us About Their Path to Jesus
Male and Female
Mending the Soul
Bold Purpose
Communication
Looking for God in Messy Places
Promises in the Dark by Dr. Eric McLaughlin strengthens the hearts of readers to
persevere in God’s calling to walk with those in need. As a missionary doctor in Africa,
McLaughlin knows how walking closely with those who suffer and bearing others’ burdens
can easily lead to burnout or cynicism—unless we find the path to perseverance that the
Lord provides. This resource explores how to find both calling and hope, living in the
tension between a difficult present and God’s promises of renewal, how to cope with
despair and futility, the importance of the suffering God for those who suffer, and how
the manifestations of God bring life into a dying world. McLaughlin explores how to
endure in such a yet-to-be-redeemed world as ours, which is full of tragedy and
heartache, pointing to God’s promises.
DON'T WASTE YOUR PAIN. None of us escapes the heartache and disappointments of life. To
live is to hurt, and we all have the wounds to prove it. Regardless of how we've been
hurt, we all face a common question: What should we do with our pain? Should we stoically
ignore it? Should we just "get over it?" Should we let it "make us stronger?" Should we
optimistically hope that everything will work out in the end? If we fail to respond
appropriately to the wounds that life and relationships inflict, our pain will be wasted;
it will numb us or destroy us. But suffering doesn't have to mangle our hearts and rob us
of the joy of life. It can, instead, lead us to life-if we know the path to healing.
Healing is not the resolution of our past; it is the use of our past to draw us into
deeper relationship with God and his purposes for our lives. We don't have to be held
captive by the hurts of our past. We can move from feelings of powerlessness, betrayal,
and ambivalence into faith, hope and love. The Healing Path takes us beyond selfdiscovery to God-discovery, giving us the tools to excavate the riches that lay beneath
the surface of our pain. If you're ready to use the experiences of the past and present
to shape a future characterized by love, service, and joy, now is the time to step out
onto The Healing Path.
Winner of the 2014 Christian Book of the Year Award “I’M TOO BUSY!” We’ve all heard it.
We’ve all said it. All too often, busyness gets the best of us. Just one look at our jampacked schedules tells us how hard it can be to strike a well-reasoned balance between
doing nothing and doing it all. That’s why award-winning author and pastor Kevin DeYoung
addresses the busyness problem head on in his newest book, Crazy Busy — and not with the
typical arsenal of time management tips, but rather with the biblical tools we need to
get to the source of the issue and pull the problem out by the roots. Highly practical
and super short, Crazy Busy will help you put an end to “busyness as usual.”
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